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Abstract Online social networks (OSNs) have revolutionarily changed the way people connect with each other. One

of the main factors that help achieve this success is reputation systems that enable OSN users to mutually establish trust

relationships based on their past experience. Current approaches for the reputation management cannot achieve the fine

granularity and verifiability for each individual user, in the sense that the reputation values on such OSNs are coarse and

lack of credibility. In this paper, we propose a fine granularity attribute-based reputation system which enables users to

rate each other’s attributes instead of identities. Our scheme first verifies each OSN user’s attributes, and further allows

OSN users to vote on the posted attribute-associated messages to derive the reputation value. The attribute verification

process provides the authenticity of the reputation value without revealing the actual value to entities who do not have

the vote privilege. To predict a stranger’s behavior, we propose a reputation retrieval protocol for querying the reputation

value on a specific attribute. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to define a fine-grained reputation value based

on users’ verified attributes in OSNs with privacy preservation. We provide the security analysis along with the simulation

results to verify the privacy preservation and feasibility. The implementation of the proposed scheme on current OSNs is

also discussed.

Keywords reputation, privacy, attribute, authentication

1 Introduction

1.1 Background

It has been witnessed that online social networks

(OSNs) provide many features for people nowadays,

such as content sharing, instant messaging, and mak-

ing new friends, which help people move their daily

life to the cyberspace. As an important component of

OSNs, reputation systems offer users the ability to vote

on and collect the reputation in order to build up social

status and/or selectively make new friends, e.g., exclud-

ing users with bad reputation. To vote on and obtain

certain reputation, people may use different types of

identities, or even pseudonyms to communicate, which

obvious lowers the credibility of the values as well as

the OSNs. In another word, without a real identity or

any verified information, the authenticity of users and
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their reputation values cannot be guaranteed. To tackle

this issue, some OSNs apply real identities for the rep-

utation management. For example, LinkedIn, which

provides detailed education background, working expe-

riences, and real social relationships, helps people look

for jobs and professional occupations. People prefer to

use real identity information to increase opportunities

for jobs, and to “endorse” other users’ skill that could

help them obtain certain reputation in specific areas.

However, the revealing of users’ profile detail associated

with real identity information in the cyberspace would

compromise users’ privacy. Meanwhile, for the defini-

tion of reputation values, some of the existing reputa-

tion systems in OSNs only offer each individual user an

overall reputation value based on his/her behavior in

the system. However, it is known that the general rep-

utation value on a particular user cannot clearly rep-

resent one’s real reputation. For example, Bob may

have a good reputation as a car mechanic but not as

an expert on the stock market. On the other hand,

as an objective reputation system, users’ reputations

should be obtained based on what users do, e.g., their

posted messages or comments, instead of who they are

in general. Hence, users’ reputation values on diffe-

rent aspects should be built upon different contents that

they post on OSNs, such that we can obtain the fine-

grained and objective reputation instead of a blurring

and non-specific one. Therefore, it is highly desirable

to design a fine-grained content-based reputation sys-

tem for OSNs, where users’ real identities are hidden

from the reputation management procedures. In the

proposed reputation system, a user’s reputation value

is an aggregated value which depends on other users’

ratings of the user’s posted messages.

1.2 Related Work

Trust and Reputation System. A thorough survey[1]

on reputation systems for online service provision de-

scribes the current trends and development in this area.

Cho et al.[2] discussed the trust together with the repu-

tation management for mobile ad hoc networks. There

are various ways to define reputation or trust value

in the literature[3-9]. Lin et al. proposed a peer-to-

peer architecture for heterogeneous social networks in

[10], which allows users from different types of social

networks to communicate. The proposed architecture

also highlights the reputation managements in differ-

ent types of professional social networks. The most

relevant work to our proposed system is [11], where

Benthencourt et al. proposed a novel cryptographic

primitive signature of reputation which supports mono-

tonic measures of reputation in a complete anonymous

setting. Their proposed scheme eliminates the proce-

dure when users want to verify an identity. Instead, the

verification of the signature directly reveals the signer’s

reputation, where the user’s identity privacy has been

preserved. However, since their scheme purely relies on

two end users, it can only support monotonic reputa-

tion. Moreover, their scheme lacks efficiency due to the

nested non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs.

e-Cash and e-Voting Schemes. Lin et al. in [12] pro-

posed an efficient secure trading model named mobile

electronic payment (MEP) for wireless mobile networks,

which applies the ID-based cryptography for key agree-

ment and authentication. The work of Androulaki et

al. in [13] is close to ours in its aims. However, directly

applying the e-cash based approaches would not pre-

vent users from inflating the reputation by giving mul-

tiple votes. Another line of research in this area would

be e-voting schemes[14-15] proposed by Groth, in which

it allows the voting while maintaining certain privacy

properties. However, it deviates from our design pur-

poses in two ways: first, they do not consider the vote

receiver’s privacy issue; second, the fine-grained repu-

tation design is beyond the scope of those studies. We

compare the existing studies whose goals are similar to

our design in Table 1.

Anonymous Credentials. We apply several tech-

niques originated from schemes of anonymous creden-

tials[16-17] in terms of setting up the trust from a cen-

tralized trust authority. Unfortunately, those schemes

lack a mechanism for proving that votes or credentials

Table 1. Comparison Among Major Studies

Fine- Non- Voter Receiver Double- Distinct Trust

Grained Monotonic Anonymity Anonymity Voting Votes Authority

Benthencourt et al.[11]
√ √ √ √

Androulaki et al.[13]
√ √

Groth et al.[14-15]
√ √ √

Camenisch et al.[16]
√ √ √

Our approach
√ √ √ √ √ √ √
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come from distinct users while simultaneously hiding

identities of users.

Zero-Knowledge Proof System. For NIZK, the first

work was introduced by Blum et al. in [18]. Our scheme

employs the non-interactive proof system for bilinear

pairing[19] which has been used for several applications

in [20-25]. Unfortunately, we cannot directly apply the

scheme in [19] due to different scenarios and assump-

tions. For the zero-knowledge proof used in our scheme,

we also cannot apply traditional encryption schemes

that use shared secret to vote on a particular user.

In most attribute-based encryption schemes[26-28], the

key distribution center is responsible for distributing

public/private key pairs based on each individual’s at-

tributes and the corresponding structure. If they are in

the same attribute group, they may mutually authenti-

cate each other. However, our proposed system cannot

allow the vote receiver to share a voting privilege with

voters before the voting.

1.3 Contributions

In this paper, we design a fine-grained attribute-

based reputation system for online social networks,

which has the following features.

1) Verifiability and Anonymity. Different from the

systems which verify users’ identity or offer users the

ability to use pseudonyms, our proposed system is able

to verify users’ attributes and allows them to use veri-

fied information to vote on, collect, and publish the

fine-grained reputation value based on each individual’s

posted content while maintaining the anonymity of

users. The key ingredient of providing both verifiability

and anonymity is the application of the zero-knowledge

during the verification process.

2) Fine-Grained Attribute-Based Reputation. We

first define the attribute-based reputation for each user

in our proposed system, where users need to first get

the user-centric attributes verified and then choose the

attributes to establish the reputation. Rather than di-

rectly revealing the identity, the key advantage of our

scheme is shifting the reputation established on the real

identity to each user’s attributes, such that users main-

tain their identity privacy while realizing the original

functionality of reputation management.

3) Authenticity of Reputation Value. We only con-

sider votes generated by voters who have the corre-

sponding expertise on the particular attribute. Com-

pared to the votes generated by general users, the

opinion coming from the users with verified speciality

would increase the credibility of reputation values.

To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to de-

sign the content-based reputation system which relies

on users’ attributes while preserving the privacy of the

verifiability of attributes and authenticity of the repu-

tation value.

The remainder of this paper is organized as fol-

lows. Section 2 introduces preliminaries for some cryp-

tographic techniques used in our paper. We describe

the system and adversary models in Section 3, along

with the security objective. The proposed scheme is

presented in detail in Section 4, followed by the per-

formance analysis in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 con-

cludes the paper.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Global Parameters for Proposed System

2.1.1 Group Definition

We define a group for the Pedersen commitment

scheme and RSA-based signature in our proposed sys-

tem. Let the public parameters be a group Ĝ of prime

order p, and a set of generators Ĝ = (ĝ) = (ĝ1, ĝ2, ...).

We assume the strong RSA assumption[29] is hard. De-

fine n̂ = pp′, where p = 2p1 + 1, p′ = 2p2 + 1 are safe

primes and p = p′ = Θ(2k), where k is the security

parameter. For the element ĝ ∈ Ĝ, ĝ is a quadratic

residue modulo n̂, where n̂ is a special RSA modulus of

2k bits.

Pedersen Commitment. In order to commit to a

block of message m̂ = (m̂1, m̂2, ..., m̂w) ∈ Zw
p , pick a

random r ∈ Zp and ĥ ∈ Ĝ to compute the commitment

as Ĉ = ĥr
∏w

i=1 ĝ
m̂i

i .

2.1.2 Bilinear Pairing

Bilinear pairing operations are performed on elliptic

curves[30]. Let G1 and G2 be groups of the same prime

order p. Discrete logarithm problem (DLP) is assumed

to be hard in both G1 and G2. Let P denote a random

generator of G1 and e : G1×G1 → G2 denote a bilinear

map constructed by modified Weil or Tate pairing with

the following properties:

1) Bilinear: e(aP, bQ) = e(P,Q)ab, ∀P,Q ∈ G1

and ∀a, b ∈ Z∗
p , where Z∗

p denotes the multiplicative

group of Zp, the integers modulo p. In particular,

Z∗
p = {x | 1 6 x 6 p− 1}.

2) Non-degenerate: ∃P,Q ∈ G1 such that e(P,Q) 6=

1.

3) Computable: there exists an efficient algorithm

to compute e(P,Q), ∀P,Q ∈ G1.
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Bilinear pairing is the basic operation in the

identity-based cryptosystem, the non-interactive

witness-indistinguishable (NIWI) and zero-knowledge

proofs (NIZK), all of which are used as the fundamen-

tal techniques in our scheme.

2.2 Zero-Knowledge Proof

NIWI and NIZK Proof. We apply part of the

non-interactive proof system in [19], which gives a

formal definition for both non-interactive witness-

indistinguishable and zero-knowledge proof. We de-

fine R as a computable ternary relation. Given a tuple

(crs, st, wit) ∈ R, we call crs as the common reference

string, st as the statement that we need to prove and

wit as the witness. Note we also use L to denote the

language consisting of statements in R. Suppose R

consists of three polynomial time algorithms (K,P ,V),

whereK is crs generation algorithm, P and V are prover

and verifier, respectively. P takes a tuple (crs, st, wit)

as input and outputs a proof π, while V(crs, π, st) will

output 1 if the proof is acceptable and 0 if not accept-

able. The proof system (K,P ,V) should satisfy com-

pleteness and soundness properties, where complete-

ness denotes if the statement is true, an honest veri-

fier is convinced of this fact by an honest prover, and

soundness shows that if the statement is false, and the

cheating prover can convince the honest verifier that is

true with a negligible probability. For NIWI, we require

no adversary can distinguish the real crs and the simu-

lated crs, while adversaries cannot distinguish which

witness the prover uses. For zero-knowledge, we require

no verifier obtain additional information other than the

fact that the statement is true.

Zero-Knowledge Proofs about Discrete Logrithm.

This paper also uses well-known techniques for prov-

ing statements about discrete logarithms, such as proof

of knowledge of a discrete logarithm modulo a prime[31]

and proof that a commitment opens to the product of

two other committed values[32]. These protocols are se-

cure under the discrete logarithm assumption. When

referring to the proofs, we will use the notation in-

troduced by Camenisch and Stadler[33]. For instance,

PK{(r, s) : y = grhs} denotes a zero-knowledge proof

of knowledge of exponents r and s such that y = grhs

holds. All values in the parenthesis, in this example,

r, s, denote quantities whose knowledge to be proven,

while all other values are known to the verifier.

3 System Model

3.1 Overview

First of all, we give a high-level description of our

proposed system. The attribute-based reputation of a

user is an aggregated value based on other users’ rat-

ings, where those users perform as voters to give subjec-

tive values on whether messages posted by the user are

useful or not. To achieve the fine-grained reputation

values on different attributes, we need to guarantee the

privacy of both the attribute and the identity during

the protocol run. As shown in Fig.1, we consider the

scenario where Bob posts an attribute-associated mes-

sage, and every valid user in the system is able to view,

Trust Authority

Bulletin Board

Key and Certificate Distribution

Upload Voting Entries

Encrypted Entry Issuance

Verification and Voting

Reputation Value Query

Reputation Value Retrieval

David Bob

Alice

Claire

Message: M
Attribute: Occupation

Central Storage

Fig.1. System model.
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vote and retrieve the reputation on this item. The cen-

tral storage is the same as the centralized infrastructure

lays in the existing social networks. Here we define the

attribute-associated message as a message which is as-

sociated with one or a set of verified attributes, e.g.,

Bob posts a message “F is a good car shop for the

service on tires”, which is bound with a specific at-

tribute value occupation: mechanic. David, who is an

expert on car mechanic, sends a voting request to Bob.

Then, Bob returns the voting entries in the central sto-

rage to David, which enables David to use his verified

attribute to vote on this attribute-associated message.

The key ingredient of our proposed scheme is the non-

interactive zero-knowledge on verifying David’s desig-

nated attribute. Since David is in need of obtaining

the certain entry for voting, he is required to verify by

himself the valid and verified attributes to Bob while

maintaining zero-knowledge to Bob. The central sto-

rage stores Bob’s encrypted attribute in certain entries

before the voting process. As soon as the central stor-

age obtains David’s vote, it first verifies the authenti-

city of the David’s voting information and then checks

the privilege that Bob gives to David. If all the checks

pass, the central storage calculates the vote (verified

attribute) together with the one stored in the central

storage to obtain the results. To guarantee the authen-

ticity of the reputation value, we require that the vote

is valid only when both David’s and Bob’s attribute val-

ues are the same, or we consider the vote as an invalid

one due to the fact that David is not qualified to give

opinions based on his verified information. Another

crucial issue that needs to be carefully considered is to

avoid “double-voting”, and we apply part of the e-cash

scheme to prevent this malicious behavior. After the

central storage obtains the results, querier Alice uses

proxy re-encryption scheme to query the central storage

for Bob’s reputation value on a specific attribute. As

Bob continues to use pseudonyms to publish messages,

Alice can only obtain Bob’s attribute-based reputation

without knowing the real identity of Bob.

Some entities and related definitions of the system

model are introduced as follows.

• Trust Authority. The trust authority (TA) in our

proposed system is a fully-trusted infrastructure which

is responsible for the generation of system parameters.

Apart from that, TA also distributes the public/private

key pairs for valid users based on their real ID as well

as their pseudonyms key pairs which may be used for

voting and collecting the reputation value. More im-

portantly, TA verifies and issues the credentials and

certificates corresponding to the user’s attributes and

values. Voters use these credentials and certificates to

vote the message that the vote receiver posts online.

• Central Storage. We assume there is a semi-

trusted central storage (CS) in our system. The centra-

lized storage can easily be found in the existing on-

line social networks, such as Facebook, Twitter, and

LinkedIn. However, those centralized infrastructures

store users’ private information together with users’ key

pairs, which obviously compromises users’ privacy. To

the contrary, in our scheme, we only store the ciphertext

and non-sensitive information in the central storage to

avoid potential privacy leakage.

• Users. Different from traditional online social net-

work service, our system enables TA to give not only

the real identity to each user, but also a set of collision-

resistance pseudonyms. Users may use their assigned

pseudonyms to request the voting privilege, vote for a

particular message, and retrieve the reputation value.

More specifically, users in our system have different

roles when they take different actions, where they can

be the voters who intend to vote for a particular user,

vote receivers who issue the voting privilege, or queriers

who want to obtain a designated user’s reputation.

• Attribute and Attribute Value. In this paper, we

distinguish an attribute and its attribute value during

the protocol run. An attribute is a description of a

particular user in specific aspect, e.g., affiliation, gen-

der, age, interests. However, to verify those attributes

only does not reveal private or sensitive information.

For example, if a user’s occupation is verified by TA,

showing the verified information will not expose the

specific work or profession of this user. On the other

hand, we define attribute value as a specific value of

the corresponding attribute, such as occupation: car

mechanic. For the authenticity of reputation value, we

require the vote should be generated based on the veri-

fied attributes and the corresponding values.

• Message Space. Since our reputation system re-

lies on the content posted by each user, we define the

content as an attribute-associated message M ∈ Zp.

Note that a message cannot be some sentences that are

publicly known correct, like axioms or common sense.

Except those, users are free to choose a message with

the corresponding attribute, such as “Our service on

tires is the best in town” with the attribute value occu-

pation: car mechanic or “The camera we sell has good

quality” on eBay with the attribute value occupation:

camera seller. The voter would rate those messages

based on whether they are helpful or accurate, and at-
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tach the opinion together with the verified attributes

as a vote.

• Reputation Value. We divide reputation value

into two parts: one rated by common users and the

other generated by users with verified professional. In

this paper, we only consider the latter situation where

the reputation value is coming from the one who has

the professional expertise on the worthiness of a posted

message. The user’s attribute-based reputation value is

a numerical value ranging between [−N , N ], where N

is the total number of users. When the user performs as

a voter, he/she uses his/her verified attribute and the

corresponding value and chooses between {1,−1} based

on his/her judgement on a particular message, where 1

denotes agree and −1 disagree. The reputation value

stored in the central storage shows the overall votes on

the specific attribute of a user, while any valid user

can obtain the reputation value by querying the central

storage.

3.2 Security Objective

Our major security objective is to preserve the pri-

vacy of users’ voting attributes and voters’ identities

during the protocol run. Since TA verifies user-centric

attributes that they wish to establish the reputation

in this OSN, we also cannot leak the credential of an

attribute in a plaintext to any other party (users and

the central storage). However, we allow the verifica-

tion of an attribute without revealing the linkage be-

tween the identity and the corresponding attributes.

Furthermore, the attribute information that a user im-

plemented for verification cannot be identical. Other-

wise, it is easy for the adversary, or even a benign user

to trace back to that particular user. Users’ identity

privacy is also a crucial issue that needs to be care-

fully addressed. The identity privacy preservation is

two-fold: voter anonymity and vote receiver anonymity.

Firstly, when a voter intends to vote on a particular

message published by a vote receiver, he/she should

be guaranteed the voter anonymity that no one is able

to trace him/her according to the particular vote. For

the vote receiver anonymity, a vote receiver sometimes

wants to publish something which may threaten the

identity privacy or incur unintended issues if he/she

uses real identity. Therefore, our scheme offers vote re-

ceiver anonymity which prevents identity privacy from

being traced and leaked when vote receivers post some

messages that they wish to receive vote for. More im-

portantly, the central storage takes charge of collecting

votes and it should maintain the indistinguishability to

votes in terms of both values and voters, where we re-

fer it as the confidentiality of the central storage. On

the other hand, “double voting” on a specific message is

strongly prohibited in our proposed scheme. Otherwise,

a user is able to inflate his/her reputation by voting

him/herself multiple times.

3.3 Adversary Model

We consider the following attacks to our proposed

scheme. For the most possible active attacks to a vot-

ing scheme, the voter may “double vote” a designated

vote receiver in order to maliciously inflate the repu-

tation value. In addition, users may actively launch

Sybil-attack to achieve their malicious purposes. On

the other hand, users may intend to collect others’ at-

tribute information to launch impersonation attacks,

which may be potentially used to spoof reputation val-

ues. Also, the disclosure of any user’s attribute obvi-

ously compromises users’ privacy. Another type of se-

vere and complex adversary monitors a specific user’s

voting behaviors on different attributes, which may po-

tentially leak the identity privacy of that user. Since

our voting scheme relies on distinct messages, we pro-

hibit the voter from using the voting privilege to vote

messages to which it is not given the privilege. For

example, if a user publishes two messages, we do not

consider the scenario where the voter votes on the sec-

ond message based on his/her previous decision on the

first message. For passive attacks, since our system

may be deployed in a wireless environment, an adver-

sary may eavesdrop wireless communication channels or

modify and inject bogus data during message transmis-

sions. According to our assumption, the central storage

is a semi-trusted entity, which is curious but honest, in

the sense that we cannot disclose users’ votes and at-

tributes in a plaintext form. Furthermore, we consider

the collusion attack among a group of users, where they

use their valid and verified attributes to spoof one’s

reputation value. However, we will not consider the col-

lusion attack launched by malicious users and central

storage. We will not consider the possibility of shar-

ing secrets with others either, since this type of active

attacks cannot be prevented in most systems.

4 Proposed Scheme

In this section, we elaborate our privacy-preserving

attribute-based reputation system in detail. The pro-

posed system enables users in OSNs to anonymously
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vote on, collect, and retrieve reputation values. We de-

vise four major schemes to realize the basic functiona-

lities of the proposed reputation system, which are at-

tribute verification, attributed-based reputation vot-

ing privilege check, anonymous voting, and reputation

value retrieval. To ease the reading, we have listed the

major notations in Table 2.

Table 2. Main Notations

Notation Description

ξ Security parameter

e Bilinear map of G1

f, h, f̂ , ĥ, ẑ Elements in G1

G, F Pseudo-random function

PS Pseudonym set

pk/sk ID-based key pairs

vsk/vk Vote key pair

x User’s attribute

M User’s posted message

ṽı Credential on attribute ı

w∗
j Plaintext of σ−1

c, d Commitments

r, s, t, r̂, ṙ Random numbers in Z∗
p

N Total number of users

A User’s attribute set

p = Θ(2k) Order of the groups

ê6, ê9 Bilinear map of M1

u1, u2, u3 Elements in M1

P Random permutation

PSκ
A

User A’s pseudonym

pk/sk Selective-tag key pair

pks/sks TA’s signing key

x̃ı TA’s secret key on attribute ı

mı. Value  of attribute ı

σı. Certificate on ı’s value 

cj Ciphertext after P

π, π̇, π̈ NIWI,NIZK proofs

ε,̟ Voting secret numbers

L(x) Label of data x

σTA TA’s signature on (ε,̟)

4.1 System Setup

The system setup is mainly executed by TA to ini-

tialize the security domain for generating parameters

and distributing identity/pseudonym key pairs to valid

users in the system. We also briefly review the struc-

tured encryption scheme and the non-interactive proof

system, both of which are used as major building blocks

for our system.

4.1.1 Parameter Generation and Issuance

In the system setup, TA assigns the ID-based pub-

lic/private key pairs for each user in the system, and

then TA may go offline as we have assumed before.

For the ease of description, we assume that there is a

secure channel between TA and the user in the sys-

tem, like SSL or TSL, which can be achieved by any

public key cryptosystems. The key generation pro-

cedures are as follows[30]: 1) input the security pa-

rameter ξ to the system and output parameter tuple

(p,G1, G2, e, g,H); 2) randomly select a domain master

secret ς ∈ Z∗
p and calculate the domain public key as

Ppub = ςg. Then, TA publishes the domain parameter

tuple (p,G1, G2, e, g,H, Ppub) and maintains ς confiden-

tially, where H(·) is defined before as H(·) : {0, 1}∗ →

G1, and g is a generator of G1. Given a specific public

ID ∈ {0, 1}l, the public/private key (pkID/skID) pair

is H(ID)/ςH(ID), which is distributed by TA dur-

ing the initiation process. We also assign a bunch of

collision-resistant pseudonyms for anonymous commu-

nications. Taking user A as an example, it is given a

set of pseudonyms, PSA = {PSκ
A|1 6 κ 6 |PSA|}.

Based on the pseudonyms, each pseudonym of A is

given a set of secret keys as skPSA
= {skPSκ

A
} =

{ςAH(PSκ
A) ∈ G1|1 6 κ 6 |PSA|} corresponding to

the set of pseudonyms, where ςA ∈ Z∗
p is the master

secret selected by TA for A. Note that every user can

query TA for public/private key pairs of its pseudonym

set.

4.1.2 Revised Structured Encryption

The structured encryption proposed by Chase and

Kamara[34] solves the problem of storing a set of data

with specific structure on untrusted storage. The data

structure introduced in their scheme could be matrix,

labeled data and graph. Here, we modify their scheme

in two orthogonal directions to fulfill our design require-

ments. First, original structured encryption scheme re-

lies on the symmetric encryption, which lacks the scala-

bility in the public key cryptosystem. Second, we en-

dow more functionalities to central storage (CS), such

as verification, homomorphic operation, and proxy re-

encryption. Without loss of generality, we first give a

brief review of the modified labeled data scheme that

we use in our system in the subsequent development.

Define two pseudo random functions F and G, where

F : {0, 1}k × A → {0, 1}max(L) logn and G : {0, 1}k ×

A → {0, 1}k. For each attribute of users x ∈ A, we

define the set L(x) = {i ∈ [n]|(i, σ) ∈ L} as the label of

the corresponding attribute, where x ∈ Zp represents

the attribute and n ∈ N is a sufficiently large natural

number. The modified labeled data encryption scheme

MLabel = (Gen,Enc,Token, Search,Retrieval,Dec) is de-
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fined as follows, where the sub-protocols Gen,Enc,Dec

include the selective-tag encryption scheme:

Gen(1ξ) : input the security parameter ξ and output

two k-bit keys K1 and K2 and the user’s public key pk.

Enc(K1,K2, pk, L, σ) : construct a searchable dictio-

nary T in CS:

1) The user defines a random permutation P : [n] →

[n]. For each attribute x ∈ A, let kw := GK2(x) and

store P(i)i∈L(x) ⊕FK1(x) in T together with kw.

2) Let wi, 1 6 i 6 n represent a sequence of data

items which consist of multiple copies of σ−1 and a cer-

tain number of dummy strings. Apply the permutation

P for the sequence of data items to generate w∗
j .

3) Use selective-tag encryption scheme[35] to encrypt

the w∗
j as cj = Epk(w

∗
j ) with different random numbers,

where j denotes the index of each ciphertext.

4) Store the dictionary T together with the cipher-

text cj in CS.

Token(K1,K2, x) : a user generates the token τ :=

(FK1(x),GK2 (x)) if he/she wants to issue to the voter

for reputation voting on the attribute x.

Search(T , τ) : when CS responds to the subprotocol

Search, it first computes T (GK2(x)⊕FK1(x)) and out-

puts J := (j1, j2, ..., jj), then it may perform operation

on the ciphertext set cj which the corresponding entries

that J points to.

Retrieval(T ,GK2(x), pki→i′ ): the central storage

performs the proxy re-encryption using pki→i′ on the

entries which have been operated before. Queriers

may retrieve the reputation value by searching for

T (GK2(x)).

Dec(cj , ski′): queriers who run the Retrieval sub-

protocol are able to use their private keys ski′ to de-

crypt and collect the designated vote receiver’s reputa-

tion value.

4.1.3 Review of Non-Interactive Proof System

We implement the non-interactive proof system pro-

posed by Groth and Sahai[19], which is an efficient sys-

tem for bilinear groups. However, their work is based

on general cases for bilinear pairing without considering

the scenarios in our proposed system. In what follows,

we give a brief introduction to their proposed system.

Setup. As in previous section, assume that we have a

bilinear map e : G1×G1 → G2. With entry-wise multi-

plication, we can get the Zp-module M1 = G3
1, in which

we define another bilinear map ê : M1 × M1 → M2.

Note our system is based on the decision linear as-

sumption introduced by Boneh et al. in [36] stating

that given three random generators f, h, g ∈ G1 and

f r, hs, gt, it is hard to distinguish the case t = r + s

from t random. In the main design of our system, we

use the module M2 = G6
2 given by entry-wise multipli-

cation. The symmetric bilinear map ê6 : G3
1×G3

1 → G6
2

is given by

ê6













a

b

c






,







x

y

z













→







e(a, x) e(a, y)e(b, x) e(a, z)e(c, x)

0 e(b, y) e(b, z)e(c, y)

0 0 e(c, z)






.

Lemma 1[19]. Define a map µ : Z9
p → M2,

∀u1, u2, u3 ∈ M1, ∃ρ11, ρ12, ..., ρ33 ∈ Z9
p and t1, ..., tH ∈

Zp, such that
∏3

i=1

∏3
j=1 ê6(ui, uj)

ρij = 1, where ρij =
∑H

h=1 thηhij and ηhij ∈ Zp.

For perfect soundness of the NIWI and NIZK proof,

the common reference string and simulated reference

strings must be computationally indistinguishable, and

thus we also have µ(ηh) = 1 for all ηh ∈ Z9
p and

ηhij ∈ ηh performs as the basis for generating the kernel

of µ.

CRS Generation. TA also publishes the common

reference string (crs) on the bulletin board for ev-

ery user to verify the proofs. The above generation

process outputs a set of parameters (p,G1, G2, e, g).

TA randomly picks α, β, ru, sv ← Z∗
p . Set f =

gα, h = gβ, and generate ui ∈ M1, which are

u1 := (f, 1, g), u2 := (1, h, g) and u3 := (f ru , hsv , gtw),

where tw = ru + sv. TA sets the crs as

(p,G1, G2, e,M1,M2, ê, g, u1, u2, u3, η1, η2, η3) and pub-

lishes it on the bulletin board.

Proof Generation. We will use NIWI and NIZK to-

gether or separately based on different steps in our

proposed system. Note that NIWI proof tries to con-

vince that the witnesses in the statement are indis-

tinguishable, where the verifier or adversaries cannot

locate which witness (prover) corresponds to the state-

ment, while NIZK proof represents that the statement

can be verified without exposing any other information.

We denote the credential of A’s unique attribute as

xA
q ∈ G1, while there could be other variables in the bi-

linear paring, i.e., yq ∈ G1, where q is the index of differ-

ent variables or credentials. Suppose xq and yq can form

an equation
∏Q

q=1 e(xq, yq) = T, where T ∈ M2. Given

the elements from M1 and random numbers which form

the commitments of both xq and yq, users can make the

corresponding NIWI or NIZK proof π based on two com-

mitments Com(xq) and Com(yq). Note that certificates

of the same attribute value on different real identities
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are the same. In our scheme, users are given the au-

thority to generate unique proofs and commitments on

their verified attribute and the corresponding value for

verification.

Verification. Trust authority has a bulletin board

for publishing the common reference string (crs) used

for every member in the system to verify the given

proofs. Given proof πi, Com(xq), Com(yq), public pa-

rameter ui and the statement
∏Q

q=1 ê(xq , yq) = T that

we are concerned, we can set up the following verifica-

tion equation for a verifier to publicly verify the corre-

sponding statements or equations:

Q
∏

q=1

e6(Com(xq), Com(yq))

=







1 1 1

0 1 1

0 0 T







3
∏

i=1

ê6(ui, πi). (1)

If the check passes, we can learn that the variables xq

and yq satisfy the statement while ensuring that the

verifier learns nothing about xq and yq.

4.2 Attribute Verification

In this subsection, we present the attribute veri-

fication process between a voter and a vote receiver.

The design purpose of attribute verification is to re-

quest a vote receiver to grant the vote privilege to a

voter. During the protocol run, we need to guarantee

the voter anonymity which allows a voter to use his/her

pseudonyms to hide his/her real identity and obtain the

privilege based on the verification result.

4.2.1 Credential Issuance

Trust authority picks a random integer x̃ı ∈ Z∗
p for

a specific class of attribute, where ı could represent

the attribute that the user allows TA to verify, such

as age, occupation, and gender. Once it successfully

verifies the specific attribute, it computes the creden-

tials ṽı = gx̃ı ∈ G1 and e(g, g) ∈ G2. The public key

tuple for the verification is (g, ṽı, e(g, g)), while the se-

cret/sign key held by TA is x̃ı corresponding to different

attributes. Intuitively, users can show their validity by

presenting ṽı. However, we cannot directly reveal the

credentials ṽ to the public verifiers, which may incur

impersonation attack when adversaries use the creden-

tials to show their validity on specific attributes.

As an illustration, to prove user A’s occupation

which has been verified, we implement the certified sig-

nature scheme in [21, 37] for the verification of valid

ṽ. TA randomly picks group elements f̂ , ĥ, ẑ ∈ G1,

and publishes the tuple (f̂ , ĥ,Γ) as the authority key

to verify ṽ, where Γ = e(f̂ , ẑ) ∈ G2 and ẑ is a secret

key for TA. Then, TA picks a random number r̂ ∈ Zp

and computes (a, b) := (f̂−r̂, (ĥṽ)r̂ ẑ). Given ṽ, every-

one is able to verify the valid credential by checking

e(a, ĥṽ)e(f̂ , b) = Γ.

4.2.2 Proof Generation and Verification

Here, we apply the NIWI proof for the verification

of users’ credential on a specific attribute. For voter

anonymity, we require that the vote receiver does not

distinguish different users or trace a specific user based

on the verification information that the voter shows.

In this case, the voter V wants to vote on the message

published by vote receiver R. Note that the message

is associated with one of R’s verified attributes, e.g.,

occupation. Also, V needs to prove to R that he/she

has the same verified attribute. However, in this stage,

we do not require that V ’s and R’s attribute values

are identical, since the distinctness does not affect the

voting process.

1) Proof Generation. As we can see in the check

equation e(a, ĥṽ)e(f̂ , b) = Γ, there are only two vari-

ables that we want to hide, ṽ and b. The original

schemes[21,37] are not concerned about revealing the

credential ṽ, while we need to keep those checking pro-

cesses continuing without exposing the plaintext value

of ṽ. Therefore, we need to commit those two variables

instead of all the parameters in the bilinear map. In

this case, the voter V uses the parameters from the

published bulletin board messages u1, u2, u3 ∈ M1 and

chooses r11, r12, r13, r21, r22, r23 ∈ Z∗
p to commit ṽ and b

as follows, Com(ĥṽ) := c0 := (1, 1, ĥṽ)ur11
1 ur12

2 ur13
3 and

Com(b) := d0 := (1, 1, (ĥṽ)r̂ ẑ)ur21
1 ur22

2 ur23
3 . Apart from

this, V also generates a set of NIWI proofs,

πi := (1, 1, f̂−r̂)r1i(1, 1, f̂)r2i .

Then, V sends the packet P := (c0, d0, π1, π2, π3) to the

public domain for verification.

2) Public Verification. For voter anonymity, user

V may not want to expose his/her real identity or

the credentials to the third party or the public do-

main. As a result, given the public parameters crs and

(f̂ , ĥ,Γ), vote receiver R can verify the validity of the

corresponding credentials. Similar to the bilinear map

ê6 : G3
1 × G3

1 → G6
2, we define another bilinear map
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ê9 : G3
1 ×G3

1 → G9
2:

ê9













a

b

c






,







x

y

z












→







e(a, x) e(a, y) e(a, z)

e(b, x) e(b, y) e(b, z)

e(c, x) e(c, y) e(c, z)






.

R verifies the validity of the corresponding credential

by checking the equality of the following equation,

ê9






c0,







1

1

f̂−r̂












· ê9






d0,







1

1

f̂













?
=







1 1 1

1 1 1

1 1 Γ







3
∏

i=1

ê9(ui, πi).

Lemma 2[19]. Let M1,M2 be Zp-modules, for

all r ∈ Zp, u, u′, v ∈ M1, we have ê(uru′, v) =

ê(u, v)
r
ê(u′, v).

Accordingly, the left hand side of the above check

equation can be derived as follows,

LHS = ê9













f r11+rur13

hr12+svr13

ĥṽ






,







1

1

f̂−r̂













ê9













f r11+rur13

hr12+svr13

gṙ






,







1

1

f̂−r̂













ê9













f r21+rur23

hr22+svr23

(ĥṽ)r̂ ẑ






,







1

1

f̂













ê9













f r21+rur23

hr22+svr23

gr̈






,







1

1

f̂












.

For an illustration, we only show the verification of the

intersection of row 3 and column 3 of the corresponding

matrix,

LHS33

= e(ĥṽ, f̂−r̂)e(gṙ, f̂−r̂)e((ĥṽ)r̂, f̂)e(ẑ, f̂)e(gṙ, f̂)

= e(ẑ, f̂)e(g, f)r̈−r̂ṙ,

where ṙ = r11 + r12 + twr13 and r̈ = r21 + r22 + twr23.

Meanwhile, the right hand side of the equation can be

derived as follows,

RHS33 = Γe(g, f̂−r̂r11+r21)e(g, f̂−r̂r12+r22)

e(g, f̂−r̂r13+r23)

= Γe(g, f̂)−r̂ṙ+r̈.

It is obvious that if the above two equations are

equal, the voter has proved that his/her attribute has

been verified by TA. Meanwhile, the vote receiver learns

nothing about the credential and the voter’s identity.

4.2.3 Voting Entry Issuance

As far as the vote receiver R verifies voter V ’s at-

tribute, R can issue V the voting privilege which in-

cludes the voting entry. The voting entries are indexed

by the keyword kw := GK2(x), so that we cannot al-

low any voter to obtain the information, or malicious

users may arbitrarily tamper the values in CS. To avoid

inconsistency, we hereby list the attribute verification

process as a whole,

1) voter V→ vote receiver R: c0, d0, π1, π2, π3;

2) R → V : EpkCS
(FK1(x),GK2(x)), t̃1,

2) U = Ĥ(vkR||M||L(x)||seq),

2) SIG(EpkCS
(FK1(x),GK2 (x))||t̃1||U),

where pkCS is the public key of CS and vkR is the

vote key of the vote receiver which we will discuss

in later subsection. The vote receiver computes U =

Ĥ(vkR||M||L(x)||seq) for the voter, where M ∈ Z∗
p to-

gether with x is the attribute associated message and

Ĥ : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗
p is a collision-resistant hash function.

We also use a sequence number seq to uniquely identify

the U , where seq is determined by the vote receiver to

avoid the voter’s “double voting” and it always changes

every time when there is a query. We refer t̃1 as the

timestamp to avoid reply attack. After obtaining the

encrypted voting entry from the vote receiver, V is able

to perform attribute-based reputation voting.

4.3 Attribute-Based Reputation Voting

Privilege Check

This protocol is mostly run by a voter and CS. To

guarantee no voter “double votes” the message, we have

a voting privilege check before the anonymous voting

protocol. Specifically speaking, the “double voting”

happens when a voter wants to use his/her attribute

and the corresponding value to vote the message that

he/she has already voted. To take a step further, we

allow the voter to use the same attribute and the cor-

responding value to vote different messages associated

with the same attribute. For example, it is permitted to

use the same voter’s attribute, occupation: mechanic,

to vote on the different attribute-associated messages

M1: Firestone is a good car shop and M2: Midas is

not as good as Firestone on tire service. However, if one

voter or even the malicious vote receiver tries to vote

on the same attribute associated message, they can be
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easily identified in our scheme. For the ease of descrip-

tion, we list the whole process before the voting, some

of which is drawn from the existing e-cash scheme in

[38].

Without loss of generality, we review and modify

the compact e-cash scheme to fit our proposed sys-

tem. Note that a voter in our system uses assigned

pseudonym for voting to avoid identity leakage during

the protocol run.

KeyGen(1ξ): TA generates a signature key pair

(pksTA, sksTA) to sign the message M such that Zp ×

Zp × Zp ⊆ M. Each valid user is given a unique vote

key pair (vkID, vskID) = (gφ, φ) for a randomly selected

φ ∈ Zp by TA.

Authorization(Voter(pksTA, vskV ),TA(vkV , sksTA)):

first, the voter needs to prove to TA the knowledge of

vskV by using PK{(φ) : y = gφ}. Then, both TA

and V need to contribute to the voter’s secret ε, and

V also selects ̟ as another secret. The process is as

follows, V selects random values ε′, ̟ ∈ Zp and sends

a commitment A′ = ĥr′ ĝφ1 ĝ
ε′

2 ĝ̟3 to TA. TA then sends

a random ε′′ ∈ Zp back to V . Then, V sets ε = ε′+ ε′′.

Thus, TA and V can locally compute the commitment

A = ĝε
′

2 A′ = ĥr′ ĝφ1 ĝ
ε
2ĝ

̟
3 . Using the signature scheme in

[39], the voter is able to obtain the signature σTA on

committed values (vskV , ε,̟) contained in A.

CertIssue(Voter(mı.), TA(x̃ı)): TA uses x̃ı to sign

each specific value of the corresponding attribute af-

ter the verification of a particular attribute value. We

assume the value of an attribute in our system could

be represented as mı. ∈ Zp, where ı denotes the

general classification of attributes and  is the spe-

cific value of those attributes. Note that this subpro-

tocol runs before the voting privilege check process.

When the protocol ends, TA outputs the certificate as

σı. = g1/(x̃ı+mı.) ∈ G1.

VotePrivGen (Voter (vskV , ε, ̟, σTA, σı., U), M,

crs): voter V generates a vote serial number S =

g1/Ĥ(σı.)+M+ε+1 ∈ G1 and a double-voting equation

T = vkV (g
1/Ĥ(σı.)+M+̟+1)U ∈ G1. Then, V chooses

random numbers λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4, λ5 ∈ Zp and computes

a set of commitments as B = ĥλ1 ĝφ1 , C = ĥλ2 ĝε1,

D = ĥλ3 ĝ̟1 , E = ĥλ4 ĝ
Ĥ(σı.)
1 and F = ĥλ5 ĝM1 ; and it

proves to CS the knowledge of σTA on openings of B,

C and D. Also, the voter V needs to prove he/she

has the knowledge on the serial number S and T . Fi-

nally the above proof is the following proof of know-

ledge, PK{(ϑ, ̺, δ, γ1, γ2, γ3) : ĝ1 = (FEC)ϑĥγ1 ∧ S =

gϑ ∧ ĝ1 = (FED)̺ĥγ2 ∧ B = ĝδ1ĥ
γ3 ∧ T = gδ(gU )̺}. To

this end, voter V uses Fiat-Shamir heuristic[40] to turn

all the proofs above into one signature of knowledge on

the values Σ := (S, T,B,C,D,E,F, ĝ1, ĥ, n̂, g, U) into a

resulting signature Ψ, which is used to trace back the

malicious user (refer to Subsection 5.1).

VotePrivCheck(Voter(Σ,Ψ), CS): voter V uses the

proofs above and the corresponding signature to prove

the validity of the vote. However, we separate the

vote privilege check process and the anonymous vot-

ing scheme for the ease of description. For real im-

plementation, we would rather combine the NIWI and

NIZK proofs introduced in Subsection 4.4 into Σ and

Ψ for consistency and authenticity of the vote. In this

subprotocol, if the Ψ and all proofs check pass, CS ac-

cepts the following attribute-based vote based on the

fact that “double-voting” has also been checked. Oth-

erwise, given the existing voting-equation and the cor-

responding Σ and Ψ, a malicious voter who “double

votes” the message M using the associated attribute

label L(xi) can be easily identified using the following

equation:

(

TU1
2

TU2
1

)(U1−U2)
−1

=





g
φU1+

U1U2
(Ĥ(σı.)+M+̟+1)

g
φU2+

U1U2
(Ĥ(σı.)+M+̟+1)





(U1−U2)
−1

= g
φ(U1−U2)

U1−U2 = gφ = vkV ,

where (T2, U2) is referred to as the voting privilege that

the malicious voter wants to “double vote” a particular

attribute-associated message. According to the previ-

ous assumption, we do not consider the scenario where

V uses M2 and (T2, U2) to pass the checking process,

and uses the encrypted attribute to vote his/her opi-

nion on M1. Thus, both (T1, U1) and (T2, U2) yield

the same serial number S, which helps central storage

locate the record of voting history in order to check the

“double-voting”. Since the vote key vk uniquely iden-

tifies the user in the system, CS checks all the votes

indexed by the serial number S in its database to iden-

tify and report the designated “double-voter” no matter

which pseudonym he/she uses.

4.4 Attribute-Based Anonymous Voting

In this stage, voters use their verified attributes

and the corresponding values to vote on the attribute-

associated message M, while CS is responsible for col-

lecting the votes.
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4.4.1 Attribute Value Check

Similar to the attribute verification process in Sub-

section 4.2, we also need verification on that attribute

value, such that CS can be ensured the attribute value

for voting has already been verified by TA. We also

apply the NIWI proof for verifying attribute certificate

σı..

Committing to Variables. We need to give NIWI

proofs for the following equations. We also list the va-

lidity verification equation in Subsection 4.2 to denote

that both equations must be simultaneously satisfied

and verified by CS:

e(a, ĥṽı)e(f̂ , b) = Γ, (2)

e(σı., ṽıg
mı.)e(g−1, g) = 1. (3)

Voter V chooses ui ∈ M1 from the published crs

to commit those variables as follows. Taking (3) as

an example, V first chooses elements u1, u2, u3 ∈ M1

from crs and randomly selects r1, r2, r3, r
′
1, r

′
2, r

′
3 ← Zp.

Then, V computes

Com(σı.) := c1 = (1, 1, σı.)u
ri
i

= (f r1+r3ru , hr2+r3sv , σı.g
r1+r2+r3(ru+sv)),

and V also commits to the other variable as

Com(ṽıg
mı.) := d1 = (1, 1, ṽıg

mı.)u
r′i
i

= (f r′1+r′3ru , hr′2+r′3sv ,

ṽıg
mı.+r′1+r′2+r′3(ru+sv)).

Generating NIWI Proof. For voter V , he/she needs

to generate the NIWI proof π̇i by using the parameters

in crs and those in the commitments. Given the kernel

vectors of µ6 in crs, η1 := (0, 1, 0,−1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0), η2 :=

(0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0,−1, 0, 0), η3 := (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0,−1, 0),

user A randomly selects t1, t2, t3 ∈ Zp to generate the

NIWI proofs as follows:

π̇i =

3
∏

j=1

u
∑3

h=1 thηhij

j (1, 1, σı.)
r′id

ri
1 .

Verification. The voter sends the packet P′ :=

(c1, d1, π̇1, π̇2, π̇3) to CS for the verification. We can

modify (3) to e(σı., ṽıg
mı.) = e(g, g), where e(g, g) is

a known factor. Based on the crs, CS can check (3)

according to (4) as what follows:

LHS = ê6













f r1+r3ru

hr2+r3sv

σı.g
~






,







f r′1+r′3ru

hr′2+r′3sv

ṽıg
mı.+~

′












, (4)

where ~ = r1+r2+r3(ru+sv) and ~
′ = r′1+r′2+r′3(ru+

sv), respectively. The central storage then checks the

right hand side as follows,
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Note that we omit several terms in the proof π̇i since we

have
∏3

i=1

∏3
j=1 ê6(ui, uj)

ρij = 1 according to Lemma

1. By directly applying the bilinear operation to the

above equations, we can easily check that all the en-

tries satisfy the equalities in (4) except the last one in

the matrix. However, we observe the result in the row 3

and column 3 of the corresponding matrix. We expand

all the pairing results as follows,

LHS33 = e(σı.g
~, ṽıg

mı.+~
′

)

= e(g, g)

(

1
x̃ı+mı.

+~

)

(x̃ı+mı.+~
′)

= e(g, g)
1+~(x̃ı+mı.)+

~
′

x̃ı+mı.
+~~

′

,

and according to (1),

RHS33 = Te(g~
′

, σı.)e(g
~, ṽıg

mı.+~
′

)

= e(g, g)
1+ ~

′

x̃ı+mı.
+~(x̃ı+mı.+~

′)
,

and two results are identical.

Until now, CS is convinced that the voter has the

voting attribute and the corresponding value which is

verified by TA. Note that we update the existing Σ as

Σ′ := (S, T,B,C,D,E,F, ĝ, ĥ, n̂, g, U,P,P′), and gene-

rate a signature Ψ′ for CS. If all the verification checks

pass, we can allow the user to perform the anonymous

voting. Otherwise, CS aborts the protocol and records

the log files.
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4.4.2 Equality Check for NIWI Proof

The design requirement for the anonymous voting

is two folds: first, we need to guarantee the encrypted

attribute value in the vote should be consistent with

the one used in the previous NIWI proofs; second, the

vote itself should not reveal any information related to

the real identity of the voter.

For each voter, we recall the subprotocol Search

which gives a voter the direct voting entry to vote. A

voter sends EpkCS
(FK1(x),GK2 (x)), t̃1 and U together

with the signature to CS until it outputs the pointer

J = j which points to a specific ciphertext w∗
j . Accord-

ing to Subsection 4.1.2, we let pk denote the public key

used to encrypt the attribute value. Indeed, we apply

the selective-tag encryption[35] as our basic encryption

scheme, since it has the encrypted form which perfectly

matches the commitment scheme implemented in the

NIWI proof. We briefly review the selective-tag encryp-

tion scheme.

Key Generation (STKeyGen). TA assigns a tuple

pk := (f, h, k, l) ∈ G4
1 as a public key for a user, and

distributes the private key (χ, ψ) to the user where

f = gχ, h = gψ.

Encryption (STEnc). The user chooses random

numbers r, s ∈ Zp and selects a public tag t to encrypt

a message m as E(m) := (f
r
, h

s
, gr+sm, (gtk)r, (gtl)s).

Decryption (STDec). Decryption can be done by

computing m = gr+sm(f
r
)−1/χ(h

s
)−1/ψ.

Then, we show the generation process of NIZK

proofs which prove the equality of the content in the

commitment and the corresponding encrypted attribute

value.

1) NIZK Proof Generation. The generation pro-

cess of NIZK is similar to NIWI in [21], where we

commit to the exponential of the generator g ∈

G1. We first show the statements that we need

to prove. Given the ciphertext of an encrypted

certificate as E(σı.) := (X1, X2, X3, X4, X5) =

(f re , hse , gre+seσı., (g
tk)re , (gtl)se). According to the

previous subsections, Com(σı.) := (C1, C2, C3) =

(f r1+r3ru , hr2+r3sv , σı.g
r1+r2+r3(ru+sv)). Setting r0 =

re − r1 and s0 = se − r2, we have the following state-

ments that need to be simultaneously satisfied for prov-

ing the equality of the committed value and the en-

crypted value,

ϕ = 1 ∧ (C−1
1 X1)

ϕf r0(f ru)r3 = 1 ∧

(C−1
2 X2)

ϕf s0(f sv )r3 = 1 ∧

(C−1
3 X3)

ϕgr0+s0(f ru+sv )r3 = 1, (5)

where we cannot disclose ϕ, r0, s0, r3 to the verifier and

we need to prove the above equations given the cipher-

text and the commitments. Note that ∧ denotes “and”.

To generate the commitments, we randomly select

two numbers θ, ζ ∈ Zp and add one more universal

parameter u := uθ
1u

ζ
2 onto crs, which is linearly inde-

pendent of u1 and u2. Taking the second equation in

(5) as an example, we need to commit to the exponen-

tials ϕ, r0, r3 as C1 = uϕuν1
1 uν2

2 , C2 = ur0uν1
1 uν2

2 and

C3 = ur3uν1
1 uν2

2 , where νi ∈ Zp are random numbers.

Based on the commitments, user A can generate NIZK

proof as follows,

π̈i = (1, 1, C−1
1 X1)

νi(1, 1, f)νi(1, 1, f ru)νi .

Since V has already sent the commitment of σı. to CS

in P′, CS is able to compute C−1
i Xi after V delivers the

ciphertexts.

2) Verification. We do not give the detail of the

checking process, because the process is similar to (2),

3
∏

i=1
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1
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= ê9
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1

1






, u







2
∏

i=1

ê9(π̈i, ui),

where Yi is the elements in the set (C−1
1 X1, f, f

ru), re-

spectively. The central storage checks the satisfiability

of all the four equations. If the check passes, CS is

convinced that the value in the commitment is equal to

that in the ciphertext.

4.4.3 Anonymous Voting

Based on the previous verification results, CS is con-

vinced that: 1) both the attribute and the correspond-

ing value of voter V are verified by TA; 2) the voter has

never used the same attribute to vote the same message

before; 3) the encrypted attribute value is the same as

the value which has been verified before. Then, the

voter is able to vote on the corresponding message us-

ing his/her encrypted attribute value. Note that the

encryption scheme that we use to encrypt the attribute

value has the homomorphic property which is the basic

building block in our voting scheme. We now review

the homomorphic property of selective-tag encryption.

1) Multiplicative homomorphic property:

E(m1)E(m2) = (f r1+r2 , hs1+s2 , gr1+r2+s1+s2m1m2,

(gtk)r1+r2 , (gtl)s1+s2) = E(m1m2);

2) Self-blinding property:

D(E(m, r1, s1, t)) = D(E(m, r1 + r2, s1 + s2, t)).
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Once the whole check process has passed, CS uses

the ciphertext from V to multiply the known entry

where J = j points to. Since the vote receiver has al-

ready uploaded all the ciphertexts as w∗
j = E(σ−1

ı. ) :=

(f re , hse , gre+seσ−1
ı. , (g

tk)re , (gtl)se) by given different

random numbers, we can apply the homomorphic ope-

ration on the ciphertext in w∗
j if the vote has the

same format. We refer σ−1
ı. = g−1/(xı+mı.) which

can be easily computed by the vote receiver him-

self/herself from the given g1/(xı+mı.). The voter

V computes the vote by using the tag t, the pub-

lic key pk published by the vote receiver and his/her

opinion as 1 or −1, all of which result in the final

vote as V = (f rV , hsV , grV +sV σı.g
±1, (gtk)rV , (gtl)sV ),

where g±1 denotes the voting opinion. Note that we

use the vote receiver’s real ID’s pk as the public key

used to encrypt just for the ease of illustration, while

we also give the full design for anonymous voting in

Subsection 5.1. The above vote can be computed

via homomorphic operation as V = E(σı.)E(g
±1), in

which a voter can send them separately to CS. Then,

CS performs the homomorphic operation on the en-

try with ciphertext cj and V, where the output is

(f
r
, h

s
, grV +sV g±1, (gtk)r, (gtl)s) if the voting attribute

values mı. are identical. Otherwise, it outputs an ar-

bitrary bit string. After this operation, CS moves and

collects all the operated entries in a protected poll for

users in the system to query. Note that the protection

poll can be retrieved via the keyword GK2(x) and it

prohibits any voter from voting using the entries which

have been operated before. To avoid the possible trac-

ing attack launched by the vote receiver, CS randomly

permutes the data file stored in the protection poll once

a new vote comes in. Until now, CS collects all users’

voting on the particular message and can further re-

spond to any query intending to retrieve the reputa-

tion value for this vote receiver on this attribute and

the corresponding message.

4.5 Attribute-Based Reputation Value

Retrieval

This protocol is mainly executed by a querier and

CS. The major design purpose is applying the proxy re-

encryption scheme to re-encrypt the ciphertext in CS in

order to let queriers decrypt the reputation values. Dif-

ferent from several existing reputation schemes which

enable the vote receiver or collector to publish the repu-

tation value, our scheme only allows users to retrieve

reputation value via the centralized storage, where the

vote receiver cannot forge or hide the reputation value

to the public. To avoid extra computation and storage

cost, we let the querier use the real ID to retrieve the

reputation value instead of using assigned pseudonyms.

Since the reputation is publicly known to every user in

the system, we allow a querier to use the real ID to ob-

tain reputation values. In what follows, we enable the

user R1 to request R2 for the reputation value on the

attribute xr.

4.5.1 Re-Encryption Table Establishment

Our reputation value retrieval scheme relies on

the proxy re-encryption for selective-tag encryption

scheme. For each entry in CS, we render a re-encryption

table to respond to the reputation request launched by

valid users in the system. Note that each entry rep-

resents one particular user’s attribute (vote receiver),

and we may have different entries which belong to one

user. When a querier launches the reputation retrieval

protocol, we can directly re-encrypt a ciphertext in the

protection poll without considering a vote receiver or

a querier’s identity. The re-encryption table is given

by TA before the protocol run, and it consists of all

of users in the system with real identity. Furthermore,

we can easily extend it to anonymous retrieval by re-

defining the re-encryption table as a matrix. Here, we

only consider the real identity retrieval for the ease of

description. Take users R1 and R2 as an example, and

the re-encryption table for R2 is stored on every entry

in CS corresponding to different attributes. The proxy

re-encryption key for R2 is generated as follows, as done

in Subsection 4.4.2.

Re-Encryption Key Generation (ReKeyGen): on the

input of skR1 = (χR1 , ψR1) and skR2 = (χR1 , ψR2),

TA outputs re-encryption key for R2 as rkR2→R1 =

(χR1/χR2 mod p, ψR1/ψR2 mod p).

Re-Encryption(ReEnc): on input the cipher-

text (f
r

R2
, h

s

R2
, gr+sg±1, (gtk)r, (gtl)s) encrypted

under pkR2
, CS re-encrypts the ciphertext us-

ing rkR2→R1 , where the public key turns out

to be pkR1
:= ((f

r

R2
)rkR2→R1 , (h

s

R2
)rkR2→R1 ) =

(g(χR2r)(χR1/χR2 ), g(ψR2s)(ψR1/ψR2 )) = (gχR1 , gψR1 ).

Then, it outputs the ciphertext as (f
r

R1
, h

s

R1
, gr+sg±1,

(gtk)r, (gtl)s).

For the user R2, given all valid users in the system,

TA renders the re-encryption keys rk corresponding to

users’ identities and stores them as a table on CS with

different attributes.
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4.5.2 Reputation Retrieval Request

User R2 has published several messages associated

with the attribute xr . To guarantee the identity pri-

vacy, R2 uses different pseudonyms to publish those

messages, but he/she also wants to collect the reputa-

tion on his/her attribute xr. After voters vote on those

messages, user R1 wants to know a user PSR2 ’s repu-

tation value on the attribute xr when he/she posts a

message and associates it with xr . The process is as

follows,

1) R1 → PSR2 : RepReq, xr, t̃2, SIG(xr||t̃2),

2) PSR2 → R1:

ECS(GK2(xr)), t̃3, SIG(ECS(GK2(xr))||t̃3),

3) R1 → CS : Retrieval(T,ECS(GK2(xr)), R1), t̃4.

Then, CS runs the protocol ReEnc to re-encrypt all

the ciphertext in the protection poll. Finally, CS re-

turns the re-encrypted data file to R1.

4.5.3 Reputation Value Derivation

The reputation value derivation is run by querier

R1 when he/she obtains a set of ciphertext en-

crypted by pkR1
. Given a set of ciphertexts

{E i
pkR1

(gj)|j ∈ {−1, 1}}, querier R1 is able to in-

voke the protocol Dec to decrypt the ciphertext as

gr+sgj(f
r

R1
)−1/χR1 (h

s

R1
)−1/ψR1 = gj by using skR1 =

(χR1 , ψR1). Note that i denotes the index of the cipher-

texts. Thus, R1 can compute and collect the numbers

of g and g−1 to obtain the reputation value of R2 on

the attribute xr. We also further analyze the repu-

tation value in detail. For example, if the obtained

reputation value is Ω := |gi| − |g−1
i |, we cannot induce

the reputation value for R2 on a specific attribute in

Ω. However, based on the number of messages that R2

publishes during the protocol run, we need to recon-

sider the “self-voting” problem in the reputation value

derivation process. If a vote receiver publishes multiple

messages associated with one specific attribute, we can-

not accept all the voting results based on Ω. Since the

voter needs to present U = Ĥ(vkR2 ||M||L(x)||seq) be-

fore the voting, we can further enforce CS to record the

number of U and render the number of U to a querier

during the reputation value retrieval. Thus, the trust

range of reputation value could be clarified as [Ω− |U |,

Ω].

5 Performance Analysis and Discussion

This section studies how the security objectives are

achieved in our proposed protocols based on the adver-

sary model, followed by the efficiency analysis on the

computational load of our proposed scheme. We also

elaborate the discussion on the feasibility of the pro-

posed scheme in real online social networks.

5.1 Security Analysis

5.1.1 Voter Anonymity

Voter anonymity requires that the voter’s identity

and attribute privacy should be well preserved during

the attribute verification, voting privilege check, anony-

mous voting and reputation retrieval processes. In what

follows, we give the detailed analysis among these four

steps together with the possible attacks launched by

adversaries.

Attribute Verification. Voter’s identity privacy is

well preserved since we offer every valid user a set of

collision-resistant pseudonyms to use during the voting

process. Voters may change the pseudonyms when they

request the voting privileges even to the same vote re-

ceiver. For the attribute privacy, performing as a veri-

fier, a vote receiver learns nothing during the verifi-

cation process because the verifier is not able to open

the commitments in the packet P. On the other hand,

the most possible attack is the impersonation attack

in which the adversary uses others’ credentials. To

trace back the identity of the adversary, the only pos-

sible way is to call for TA to perform as an arbiter to

open the commitments. Suppose we have a suspected

user with a commitment Com(b), TA can use the sys-

tem parameter (α, β) to open the commitment as fol-

lows: (f r1+r3ru)−1/α(hr2+r3sv )−1/βbgr1+r2+r3(ru+sv) =

b. Then, together with the pseudonym that this sus-

pected user used, we can locate his/her real identity and

find out the user who leaks the corresponding creden-

tial, since the value of r̂ ∈ Zp represents the uniqueness

of each user’s credential. Also, according to the prop-

erty of the soundness of NIWI proof, malicious users

who use others’ commitments and the corresponding

proof π for verification fail to generate a distinct packet

P with the same value inside the commitments, which

implies the probability that the malicious user can per-

form as a valid prover is negligible.

Voting Privilege Check. Since this process only in-

volves voters and CS, we consider the “double-voting”

attacks launched by malicious voters and the informa-

tion collected by CS. Clearly, if a voter follows the

designed protocol for the privilege check, the identity

would not be discovered by the “double-voting” check,

where the voter anonymity is achieved. However, a
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malicious user who wants to vote the same attribute-

associated message twice can be easily identified and

further revoked. For CS, although it stores each voter’s

serial number S and voting equation T as a pair, it

still fails to get the information of message M, veri-

fied certificate σı. and voter’s secrets ε and ̟ due to

the DLP assumption. During the verification of zero-

knowledge proof, it is guaranteed in [33] that the veri-

fier, CS, learns nothing according to B, C, D, E and F.

Thus, CS cannot trace any voter according to the infor-

mation in Σ′, such that the voter anonymity is achieved.

Anonymous Voting. The attribute-based anony-

mous voting includes the verification of NIWI proofs

and the NIZK proofs used to check the equality between

the values in the commitments and ciphertexts. Apart

from the possible attacks in the attribute verification

process, the verification process also provides the cer-

tificate privacy on σı. due to the assumptions that DLP

is considered as a hard problem and that it is infeasi-

ble to open the commitments without being given the

system parameters (α, β). On the other hand, although

CS would not launch attacks, it still can learn the infor-

mation during the protocol run. To better preserve the

voter anonymity, the vote consists of random numbers

(rV , sV ) together with the decision g±1, such that CS

cannot learn neither the real identity of a voter nor the

vote decision on a designated message.

Reputation Retrieval. One of the most possible at-

tacks to voter anonymity during the reputation retrieval

step would be launched by the vote receiver. This type

of attack happens when a vote receiver publishes one

new message, and immediately retrieves the reputation

after he/she gives the vote entry to an anonymous voter.

It is possible for this malicious vote receiver to obtain

the voting decision of that voter. However, this kind

of attack only tampers the anonymity of vote decision

rather than the voter’s identity. To some extent, since

the voter uses one-time pseudonym and the commit-

ments with random numbers, it is hard for the vote

receiver to trace the real identity of the voter. On the

other hand, we also need to consider the situation where

voters postpone their votes to avoid being identified.

Thus, this type of attack would not largely compromise

the privacy requirements of our scheme. It is also pos-

sible for a voter to vote a message based on his/her

verified certificate σı.′ 6= σı. (indicating mı.′ 6= mı.).

We distinguish this kind of misbehavior into two dis-

tinct ways: malicious voting and unconscious voting.

The malicious voter uses incorrect certificate or even

dummy bit string to compromise the voting entries.

However, the step involving the anonymous voting is

followed by the previous verification process. If he/she

uses incorrect certificate to vote, it would be easy to be

identified by using the previous method. On the other

hand, if a voter unconsciously votes the ciphertext in

CS, the result for each querier would be g±1g
x̃ı+mı.
x̃ı+m

ı.′ .

According to the DLP assumption, it is also hard for

queriers to obtain σı. or σı.′ from decryption results

even when someone holds the above certificates.

5.1.2 Vote Receiver Anonymity

To preserve the receiver anonymity, our scheme

has the countermeasures to prevent the vote re-

ceiver’s identity from being traced during the proto-

col run. Voters may potentially collect the informa-

tion of one particular vote receiver and find out the

real identity. In our scheme, a vote receiver is free

to post attribute-associated messages using different

pseudonyms since voters judge the content of the mes-

sage rather than the content generator. The tracing

attack happens during the attribute verification and

reputation retrieval steps. In the attribute verifica-

tion process, the voter can collect the information of

encrypted voting entries EpkCS
(FK1(x),GK2 (x)) and

U = Ĥ(vkR||M||L(x)||seq). We consider a malicious

voter uses different pseudonyms to query the voting

entires based on the same attribute-associated mes-

sage M. However, since the vote receiver also uses

pseudonyms to post messages and gives different vot-

ing entries P(i)i∈L(x) ⊕ FK1(x), it is still infeasible for

the voter or even a group of colluded voters to obtain

the detail of vkR (the only information used to uniquely

identify a user in the system) from a set of hash values

U with different sequence numbers seq. When mali-

cious queriers retrieve the reputation value of a specific

vote receiver, they can trace the identity if retrieval en-

tries remain the same. However, the encrypted forms

of the retrieval entries given to each querier are dis-

tinct due to the random numbers in the ciphertexts.

Another security breach would be the published public

keys used to generate the vote. In Section 4, we intro-

duce the anonymous voting scheme by rendering each

voter the public key pk to every voter in the system.

More specifically, we use different public keys based on

the vote receiver’s pseudonyms to encrypt σ−1 in CS.

Then, CS can apply the proxy re-encryption scheme

to re-encrypt the ciphertext before shifting the results

to the protection poll. Note that we also render CS

another table with the real ID and users’ different pk

corresponding to the assigned pseudonyms, where it can
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re-encrypt the ciphertext under the real ID’s public key

pk. Another advanced scheme would be rendering dif-

ferent FK1(x) based on different keys K1 to CS and/or

applying different indices in P(i)i∈L(x), where the vote

receiver creates voting entries corresponding to different

public keys of the pseudonyms. Then, the voter can fol-

low the same procedure introduced in previous sections

to vote on the attribute-associated messages. Since all

these entries are indexed by the keyword GK2(x), we can

still retrieve the reputation using the previous method.

Thus, we can fully achieve the anonymous voting while

maintaining the receiver anonymity.

5.1.3 Confidentiality of the Central Storage

For a semi-trusted centralized storage, we have the

countermeasures to prevent it from learning anything

related to the voting and collecting processes. First of

all, we do not store any plaintext to CS, which hides

users’ identity and voting decisions. Using as our basic

building block, the structured encryption provides us

the opportunity to hide the information stored in CS

while the indices and the confidentiality of the labeled

data are well preserved. We enable the permutation be-

fore the index storing to the CS, which prevents the CS

from learning the linkage between the ciphertext and

the index. However, it is the meaningless label that

provides us the way to design the fine-grained reputa-

tion system, where each meaningless index represents a

unique attribute defined by the user him/herself. Our

NIWI, NIZK and other zero-knowledge proofs used in

the verification process prevent CS from learning cre-

dentials and certificates that users have. One of the

possible leakage would happen in the anonymous vot-

ing and reputation retrieval processes. Since we de-

ploy two tables for the proxy re-encryption, learning

the pseudonyms of a voter and a querier would compro-

mise the identity privacy. Thus, it is reasonable to en-

force each user to use the pseudonym only once, which

may decrease the possibility of privacy leakage. For

the proxy re-encryption, except knowing the pseudo-

identity of a querier, the content of the ciphertext still

remains unknown to CS. Another important design for

CS is the randomization of the protection poll. Once CS

applies the homomorphic operation on the voting entry

and the votes, it moves the results to the protection

poll and randomizes it before the reputation retrieval

process. By applying this randomization process, we

could guarantee that a querier would not be able to

learn the detail of the voting decision when there is a

large number of votes.

5.2 Efficiency Analysis

5.2.1 Computational Cost

We used the Pairing-Based Cryptography (PBC-

0.5.12) library to implement our simulation. We take

Tate pairing as our basic pairing operation. The ellip-

tic curve we use for the our scheme is type A. A curve

of such type has the form of y2 = x3 + x. The or-

der of the curve is around 160 bits, as is Fp, the base

field. For the experiments on NIWI and NIZK proofs

and verification, we use MacBook Pro with an Intel

Core 2 Duo 2.8 GHz and 8 GB RAM. We also refer to

the work of Meiklejohn et al.[41] for the efficiency analy-

sis of e-cash scheme. Since the CS has large enough

space for storing votes and the corresponding data (the

maximum proof size for the voting privilege check is

approximately 22 526 byte ≈ 22 MB), we do not con-

sider the storage cost for the CS. For the user side, it

is feasible for a user to clear up the proofs after the

voting as long as keeping the log files to show the voted

messages. Therefore, we only consider the computation

cost for a user and CS. During the attribute verifica-

tion process, the commitments of two variables consist

of six group elements and the verification process costs

three group operations. The vote receiver also needs to

compute the encrypted voting entries using ID-based

encryption which incurs at most one pairing computa-

tion according to [30, 42]. During the privilege check

process, it costs the voter nice multi-base exponentia-

tion operations to generate the commitments and 11

more for the proofs. The CS also costs 11 multi-base

exponentiation operations for verifying the proof. In

the attribute value check process, the user needs nine

group elements to commit three variables, while the

server side incurs 18 pairing operations for the verifi-

cation. For the equality check, the user computes ad-

ditional nine group elements for commitments in NIZK

and five on the ciphertext, where it totally consists of

29 group elements. The central storage takes 27 group

operations to verify the above proofs. All the timing

reported below is averaged over 100 randomized runs.

Note that the prover and the verifier in Fig.2 represent

the voter and the CS in the privilege check and anony-

mous voting process, while they represent the voter (or

querier) and the vote receiver in the attribute verifica-

tion and the reputation retrieval process, respectively.
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Fig.2. Computation cost analysis.

5.2.2 Comparison with Previous Work

We mainly focus on the comparison with the most

similar work done by Benthencourt et al. in [11]. Since

we only have the anonymous voting and reputation re-

trieval parts which are the same as the schemes in [11],

we focus on the efficiency analysis in these two pro-

tocols. In what follows, we consider that the basic

operation of proving and verifying one NIZK or NIWI

takes up to n group operations (linearly dependent on

computation time). As we can see from Table 3, the

computational complexity of the two schemes in the

voting protocol remains the same. Note that we use λ

to represent the number of votes. Our scheme applies

NIZK and NIWI proofs to prove the validity of the vote

V , which requires O(n) time to compute and verify the

corresponding proofs. Although the voting scheme in

[11] consists of more sentences st to get verified, it also

requires O(n) time to generate the NIZK proofs for a

single vote. Thus, the total cost of the computation

during the voting process is O(λ × n). For the reputa-

tion retrieval, our scheme outperforms the signing and

verification process in [11]. Since they incorporate the

nested NIZK proofs in the verification of signature of

reputation, the verification process requires O(λ × n2)

time. However, our scheme only requires O(λ × n) for

generating and verifying the corresponding attributes.

We implement a hash table to search entries in T , which

incurs average O(λ × n) + O(1 + |I|/N) for searching

a particular entry. Note |I| denotes the total number

of users’ verified attributes stored in CS. Since we use

kw as an index for searching voting entries, we may

use those kw as keys in the hash table to achieve the

optimal computation complexity O(1 + |I|/N). More-

over, we can also apply the binary tree to represent the

data type of the dictionary T , which requires average

O(log |I|) time for searching a particular entry. Both of

the approaches outperform the schemes in [11] in terms

of computational complexity.

Table 3. Efficiency Performance Comparison

Voting Reputation Retrieval

Benthencourt et al.[11] O(λ× n) O(λ× n2)

Our scheme O(λ× n) O(λ× n) +O(1 + |I|
N

)

5.3 Discussion on Deployment for OSNs

Our scheme could be directly applied to many OSNs

for improving the credibility and privacy of the repu-

tation management system. As one of the exam-

ples, LinkedIn has implemented the reputation system

named as “endorsement”. However, LinkedIn cannot

achieve the anonymous voting, which sometimes pre-

vents users from giving negative score on their mes-

sages or abilities. Also, most of the endorsements can

only achieve the monotonic reputation values, and users

cannot give negative values, which may not be ideal for

some cases. Our schemes leverage attributes to achieve

fine-grained reputation values, where users could regis-

ter different types of attributes with OSN providers,

and use our anonymous voting to endorse the votes

(both positive and negative). Finally, for users who

want to check someone’s reputation values, they can

simply launch requests to the centralized storage and

obtain the designated users’ objective reputation val-

ues.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a privacy-preserving

attribute-based reputation system for online social net-

works. Our system verifies user-centric attributes for

which users want to establish and maintain the repu-

tation. Contrary to traditional reputation systems, our

approach offers users a possible way to collect non-

monotonic reputation without revealing the identity.

To guarantee the authenticity of the reputation value

which only relies on the content rather than the content

generator, our scheme leverages zero-knowledge proofs

to let authorized users use verified attribute values to

vote, not users with unverified/unauthorized attributes.

Based on the security and efficiency analysis, we showed

both the privacy-preservation and the practicality of

our proposed scheme.
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